The in situ surface marine climate observing system includes contributions from several different types of observing platforms. Most observations come from mobile platforms, e.g. ships or surface drifting buoys. Climate applications using marine observations often require fields of environmental parameters to be constructed on regular spatiotemporal grids. User requirements are therefore typically presented in terms of parameter uncertainty at particular space and timescales. It is therefore important to relate the characteristics of marine observations, in terms of their expected quality and sampling distribution, to these requirements. A simple method to estimate the instrumental uncertainty in fields derived from a mixture of observation types is presented. This method enables preliminary assessment of the extent to which the available observations meet the stated user requirements.
Introduction

The Global Climate Observing System
The climate observing system underpins many activities beyond the monitoring of climate change. These include the detection and attribution of climate change (e.g. IPCC, 2013; Blunden and Arndt, 2014) ; short term and seasonal prediction (e.g. Balmaseda and Anderson, 2009 ); decadal prediction (e.g. Meehl et al., 2014) ; hindcasting and re-analyses (e.g. Saha et al., 2010; Compo et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011; Rienecker et al., 2011; Cardone et al., 2015; Kobayashi et al., 2015) ; and the impact of climate change on ecosystems (e.g. Reid and Valdés, 2011) . Other research applications relying on an effective in situ surface marine climate observing system include satellite calibration and validation (e.g. Jackson et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2010; Prytherch et al., 2015) and climate model validation (IPCC, 2013) . The design and implementation of the climate observing system is overseen and coordinated by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). It provides advice and guidance at national and international levels including through the publication of high-level documents on the progress and implementation of the GCOS (e.g. GCOS, 2009 GCOS, , 2010 . Coordination through GCOS-affiliated expert bodies and panels, such as the World Meteorological Organisation Within GCOS, and associated expert panels, the observations are considered by domain (atmospheric, oceanic and terrestrial) and selected variables are designated as essential climate variables (ECVs). ECVs are defined as variables that are technically and economically feasible to observe globally and that will have a high impact on Table 1 . List of surface ECVs for the marine atmospheric and oceanic domains from the 2010 GCOS implementation plan (GCOS, 2010 (GCOS, 2010; Bojinski et al., 2014) , some spanning multiple domains and others specific to a single domain. Table 1 lists the current ECVs for the lower atmosphere over the oceans and the ocean surface.
The marine climate observing system is made up from many individual observing systems, both national and international systems (Lampitt et al., 2010; Roemmich et al., 2010) and satellite-based components (e.g. Merchant et al., 2014) . Examples include observations from Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS), Earth Observation satellites, moored and drifting buoys, and hereafter we refer to these different observing system components as platform types. Although these observing systems are coordinated internationally, they require individual nations, or groups of nations, to allocate resources for the observations, e.g. through the purchase and deployment of drifting buoys and floats, through the maintenance of arrays of moored buoys or contributions to the VOS Scheme. These systems have typically been designed to meet a range of requirements, and some have a focus on contributing to the operational observing system (e.g. through the WMO World Weather Watch). Some systems started out as research programmes and transition to becoming a sustained network once they have demonstrated sufficient maturity and utility (GCOS, 2010) .
Elements of the observing system are known to suffer from pervasive systematic biases as discussed, e.g. by Kent et al. (2010) for sea surface temperature (SST) observations. These systematic biases may be correlated across observations from many different platforms under similar environmental conditions and for similar instrumentation. While possible to detect and, on average, remove the effect of these biases, residual errors remain that contribute to the uncertainty. Examples of such adjustments using models of bias include for bucket-measured SST (Folland and Parker, 1995) , for daytime heating bias in MAT (Berry et al., 2004) and to account for changes in measurement height in MAT (Kent et al., 2013) . In this article, we assume that these systematic biases, correlated across large components of the observing system, can be corrected and that any residual uncertainty due to these biases can be estimated. At the grid box level this residual uncertainty is typically small compared with the other terms but can be significant for the global mean.
User requirements for the observing system
In parallel to the coordination within GCOS, a series of requirements for the different components of the observing system for different uses have been specified. These are defined via the WMO Rolling Review of Requirements (http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/GOS-RRR.html, accessed 21 October 2015) and listed in the WMO Observing Requirements database for different application areas and by ECV. For climate applications the requirements, integrated across all sensors (in situ and satellite), are developed by the OOPC and AOPC. For each variable and application area three levels of requirements are given (http://www.wmosat.info/oscar/observingrequirements, accessed 21 October 2015):
• goal: the level beyond which further improvements are not necessary; • breakthrough: an intermediate level where, if achieved, significant improvement would be made for target application; and • threshold: the minimum requirement to be met for the data to be useful.
The breakthrough level is seen as the optimal level for the design and planning of observing systems balancing cost against benefit. Examples of the requirements for SST and air temperature for climate applications are given in Table 2 . These requirements undergo regular review. For example, as new research highlights deficiencies in the targets and new measurement methods become available, more stringent targets can be set. As a result, the particular values used in this article are for illustrative purposes. The user requirements presented in the WMO Rolling Review do not currently specify the stability requirement over time of large-scale averages, one of the most important characteristics of a climate observing system. This includes stability of individual sensors/instruments as well as the observing system as a whole. For the well-sampled case, the stability will be limited by changes over time to any unidentified or unadjusted pervasive biases (Jones and Wigley, 2010) . This has been addressed partially in the satellite supplement to the GCOS implementation plan (GCOS, 2011), which lists stability requirements for decadal timescales. These stability requirements are extremely demanding: for SST the requirement is for the maximum change in systematic error to be less than 0.03 K per decade over 100 km scales. In the marine context such stability assessments have rarely been performed due to a lack of suitable reference measurements, and have so far only been possible for large-scale averages (Merchant et al., 2012) .
Assessment of the adequacy of the observing system
Early studies of the design of the global observing system compared observing requirements with instrument characteristics and estimates of natural variability to quantify the number of observations required to meet those requirements in different regions (e.g. Legler, 1991; Weller and Taylor, 1993) . However, due to the composite nature of the GCOS and the diverse range of user requirements, assessments of the observing system are often qualitative and fragmented, with metrics defined by platform type. For example, the completeness of the oceanic component of the global observing system has been previously measured in terms of the number of platforms (e.g. of individual moored buoy, drifting buoy, VOS) making observations compared with a target number (e.g. GCOS, 2009) . Using this metric, the in situ global ocean observing system was assessed as having reached 61% of initial goals (GCOS, 2009) . Such metrics defined by platform or observation counts cannot be simply related to user requirements (such as those given in Table 2 ) and can only give a partial picture of the state of the observing system. This makes it difficult to assess whether requirements are being met. Observations of some ECVs have been in decline for many years and recently there has been concern over low data return from the tropical moored arrays (Legler and Hill, 2014) .
A more detailed observation requirement assessment has been made for SST for satellite applications (Reynolds et al., 2005) . Here the buoy density (i.e. number of buoys within a grid box) required to reduce biases in satellite-derived SST to below 0.5 ∘ C was determined. The in situ observing system was assessed, with drifting buoys, moored buoys and ships weighted according to their error characteristics to give an 'equivalent buoy density' (EBD). Regions where the EBD fell below the target threshold were then identified.
In this paper we will describe a method and metrics that could be used to make an integrated assessment of the observing system. The application of this method is demonstrated using in situ observations of MAT and SST but is applicable to other variables and to combined in situ and satellite observations. Application of the method highlights the improvement (for SST) and decline (MAT) in the climate observing system for these ECVs. In Section 2 we derive the uncertainty in grid box means calculated using observations from marine platforms and describe the method. In Section 3 we use this approach to estimate the uncertainty due to instrumental errors in the surface marine climate observing system. Sections 4 and 5 present and discuss the results.
Estimation of grid box uncertainty for mobile platforms
Observations over the oceans can contain correlated errors due to, e.g. multiple observations from the same platform containing a calibration error or for observations clustered together in space and time. Basing uncertainty estimates on the observed frequency distribution of those observations (e.g. using the standard error of the mean) is therefore likely to be unreliable, especially when the sample size is small. Similarly, uncertainty estimates based on the decomposition of the observed variance (e.g. Lindau, 2003) are likely to be inaccurate. Following others (e.g. Kent and Berry, 2008; Kennedy et al., 2011) we can, however, perform a type B evaluation of the uncertainty (e.g. BIPM et al., 2008) .
Point observations within a grid box can be expressed as:
where T obs,l is the value of observation l at a discrete point in time and space, T true,l the true value at that location, e cor,l the error in the observation due to correlated effects and e uncor,l the error in the observation due to uncorrelated effects. Hereafter we refer to these as correlated and uncorrelated errors, respectively.
Examples of uncorrelated errors include instrumental noise and any other errors arising during observation that are expected to average to zero over many measurements. Correlated errors can be correlated between observations made by the same platform, for observations made using the same method on different platforms, for observations taken under particular environmental conditions, or for any other group of observations with a common characteristic that can lead to biased measurements. Examples of errors correlated for an individual platform include effects due to poor sitting of instruments, calibration, or parallax errors. These effects may be random when considered across many different platforms. Examples of errors correlated across observations made using a common method include bias in bucket SST measurements (Folland and Parker, 1995) . We assume that such pervasive errors correlated across significant elements of the networks can be detected, the mean effect removed and the residual uncertainty estimated. This approach is commonly used (e.g. Kennedy et al., 2011; Hirahara et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2015) , including in the construction of data sets used in IPCC assessments (IPCC, 2013) .
In order to estimate the grid box mean, and its uncertainty, we need to link the point values with the grid box mean. The true point value, corresponding to observation l, can be decomposed into the grid box mean (T) and a deviation from the mean (Δ xyt,l ) and expressed as:
Conversely, the grid box arithmetic mean would be given by:
For a well-sampled grid box the index l would traverse all discrete points in time and space within the grid box and N → ∞. Replacing the true value with the observed we then have:
The error in our estimate of the mean based on equally weighted observations is then given by:
The mean effect of the correlated errors, e cor,l , gives rise to a bias in our grid box mean. By definition the mean effect of the uncorrelated errors, e uncor,l , will tend to zero for normally distributed errors and large sample sizes. The mean effect of the Δ xyt,l gives rise to the sampling error, the difference between our sample mean and the mean of a perfectly sampled grid box (the population mean). For large sample sizes this will tend to zero. For small sample sizes, neither the sampling error nor the mean effect of the uncorrelated errors will necessarily be zero.
Assuming that the mean effect of correlated errors has been estimated and removed (i.e. bias adjusted) and that the terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5) have zero expectation, the error variance in our mean, the uncertainty, is then given by the expected value of the square of the right-hand side. This assumption is discussed further in Section 3. Squaring Equation (5) and taking an ensemble mean we have:
where E{ } indicates an expected value. Assuming that each term in the summation is independent of the others Equation (6) becomes:
where the indices i and j represent all pairs of observations within the grid box. Recognizing that Equation (7) contains covariance terms and replacing these with the product of the appropriate correlations and standard deviations we have:
uncor,ij uncor,i uncor,j + uncertainty due to sampling effects
where cor,ij is the correlation between the errors due to correlated effects for observations i and j; uncor,ij the correlation between the errors due to uncorrelated effects for observations i and j (by definition 0 but left in for completeness); and xyt,ij is the correlation between the errors due to sampling effects for observations i and j. For environmental data xyt,ij will depend on the natural variability and the distribution of the observations within the grid box in space and time. Equation (8) is equivalent to expressions given by, inter alia: Kent and Berry (2008) ; Kennedy et al. (2011); and Morrissey and Greene (2009) . In Equation (3) and subsequent equations we have used the arithmetic mean of the observations. Using a weighted mean instead, taking into account the different error terms and their sizes proportional to each other, may give a better estimate of the mean value. For example, moored buoy observations could be given higher weight than VOS observations because of their higher quality data. Due to the nature of the marine climate observing system weighting by the observational error terms will have little impact on the grid box uncertainty. Where we have few observations (<10) these are likely to come from a single platform. Where we have many the improvements are marginal. Weighting according to sampling, taking into account the correlation, leads to the kriging equations (e.g. Cressie, 1993) and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Application to the surface marine climate observing system
As an example we have applied Equation (8) to the marine component of the climate observing system, specifically in situ SST and MAT observations. Over the oceans in situ observations of the SST and MAT are routinely made by the different marine platform types (VOS, moored buoys and drifting buoys). These have been collated within the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS) . For this study we have used all observations of SST and MAT from ICOADS Release 2.5. This includes observations from non ship or buoy sources, such as oceanographic measurements and US Coastal-Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) stations. For the purposes of this study these have been treated as ship observations. This will have little impact on the results as these platforms are geographically limited. Equation (8) requires the clustering of observations into groups from the same platform in order to set cor,ij. While some platform identifier information is available in ICOADS prior to 1960 (e.g. Carella et al., 2015) , we have limited our analysis to the period 1960-2007. We end our analysis in 2007 due to the loss of call sign information for the VOS within ICOADS after this date JCOMM, 2013) , noting that many missing call signs for this period will be reinstated in the next ICOADS release (E. Freeman, 2015; personal communication) .
In order to apply Equation (8) we have considered only errors correlated by individual platform and not those correlated across different platforms equivalent to assuming that pervasive bias can be quantified and minimized. Ideally, we would also correct for biases specific to an individual platform but this is not always possible. Instead we can estimate the distribution of relative biases for individual platforms through comparison with another source of data and centre the observations so as a whole they are unbiased compared with that source (e.g. Kent and Berry, 2008 ) . While potentially large, the uncertainty due to sampling errors (e.g. Gulev et al., 2007a) will follow broadly similar patterns to the uncertainty due to instrumental errors. For example, where we have a large number of observations we would expect both the sampling uncertainty and instrumental uncertainty to be small. Similarly, where we have few observations we would expect both to be large. In high variability regions the uncertainty due to sampling errors will usually be dominant. In regions with high variability that are well-sampled (e.g. the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio current region), both contributions to the uncertainty are expected to be small. In high variability regions that are poorly sampled (e.g. the Southern Ocean) both contributions to the uncertainty would be expected to be large. As discussed by Kent and Berry (2005) , in highly variable regions it is more important to increase the number of observations than to improve the accuracy of the observations. Given that the sampling uncertainty is relatively complicated to calculate (e.g. Gulev et al., 2007b; Morrissey and Greene, 2009 ) and it may not be easy to do so operationally we have not included it in this analysis. Due to its relationship with the instrumental uncertainties this should not impact on the main conclusions, but may underestimate total uncertainty in some regions and periods. More generally taking action to reduce measurement uncertainty by making more observations will also reduce sampling uncertainty.
With these assumptions we have:
Estimates of cor and uncor have been calculated separately for each in situ platform type through comparison with output from the UK Met Office NWP model (e.g. Met Office, 2002). cor,ij has been set according to the ship call sign or WMO buoy number present within ICOADS, for observations from the same platform, or unknown platform, cor,ij = 1 and zero otherwise.
While we have only applied Equation (9) to in situ observations, it is possible to include satellite observations by treating each individual sensor as a different platform and using appropriate values for the uncertainties due to correlated and uncorrelated effects. For the purpose of this study, we focus on in situ data to highlight the contrasting Table 3 . Estimates of the uncertainty (68% (1 )) due to correlated and uncorrelated effects for the sea surface temperature and air temperature observations (values from Kent and Berry, 2008 (Kent and Berry, 2008) . These statistics are then aggregated by platform type and half the variance of the platform mean differences used as an estimate of 2 cor for that platform type. In doing so we are assigning half of the uncertainty due to correlated errors to the observations and half to the model. Similarly, half of the mean platform variance has been used as an estimate of 2 uncor for the particular platform type (Table 3) . Similarly Kennedy et al. (2011) compare in situ SST measurements with satellite SST measurements and decompose the observed differences into a systematic component (arising from correlated errors) and a random component (arising from uncorrelated errors). Kennedy et al. (2011) find similar values to those in Table 3 , but a better estimate of the partition of uncertainty between observations and model would be beneficial.
The estimates of cor and uncor derived for ships, moored buoys and drifting buoys for SST and MAT (Table 3) have been used throughout the analysis period. Previous work (Berry, 2009 ) using the semi-variogram method (e.g. Lindau, 2003; Kent and Berry, 2005; Kent and Challenor, 2006) for estimating the uncertainty due to random errors, has shown that the uncertainty does not strongly vary over the period . Further confirmation that the assumption of constant uncertainty estimates is appropriate comes from a comparison of VOSClim (e.g. WMO, 2000) , with higher quality instruments, and traditional VOS observations to model output (Ingleby, 2010) . A small improvement in combined instrumental uncertainty is shown for VOSClim compared with VOS, with a reduction of order 0.1-0.2 ∘ C for both SST and MAT. Similar results are found with the change from manual to automatic stations (Ingleby, 2010) .
These results suggest that the sensor installation and environment have as much influence on the error characteristic as the quality of the sensor itself. Many factors beyond sensor quality can impact observation quality. Examples include bio-fouling (e.g. Delauney et al., 2010) ; salt contamination (Weller et al., 2008) ; air flow distortion (e.g. Moat et al., 2005) ; solar heating (e.g. Anderson and Baumgartner, 1998; Berry et al., 2004) ; and instrument exposure (Kent et al., 1993 Berry and . Considering the results of Ingleby (2010) and Berry (2009) and the low number of VOSClim and automatic weather stations on board VOS during the periods assessed, the use of constant values for the uncertainty due to correlated and uncorrelated errors is reasonable for this study. It should be noted that there are plans to upgrade the majority of VOS to VOSClim standard (e.g. JCOMM, 2013) and that ideally uncertainty estimates should be periodically re-evaluated to account for observing system changes. Figure 1 shows the two components of the instrumental uncertainty, uncertainty due to correlated errors (top, (a) and (d)) and uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors (middle, (b) and (e)), calculated using Equation (9) for July 1987 (left) and July 2007 (right). Also shown is the total instrumental uncertainty (bottom, (c) and (f)). It should be noted that all uncertainties represent a 1 (approximately 68%) confidence level.
Results
Sea surface temperature
For July 1987, during the period when VOS dominate the observing system, the uncertainty due to correlated errors (Figure 1(a) ) is smallest over the major shipping routes where observations from many different platforms are concentrated. In contrast, the uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors (Figure 1(b) ) tends to be low in most places, suggesting that errors due to uncorrelated effects have only a minor influence on the total instrumental error. This is confirmed by the similarity between the total instrumental uncertainty (Figure 1(c) ) and the correlated component. In nearly all locations the most effective method for reducing the total instrumental uncertainty would be to increase the number of platforms making observations, or equivalently better quality observations with smaller uncertainty due to correlated errors.
The improvement in the observing system for SST by 2007 can be seen, both in terms of reduced uncertainty due to correlated errors (Figure 1(d) ) and uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors (Figure 1(e) ). The impact of the drifting buoy network is clear, with a marked decrease in the uncertainty due to correlated errors away from shipping lanes. As with July 1987, the uncertainty due to correlated errors is larger than the uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors, suggesting that increasing the number of platforms, rather than increased sampling from the same number of platforms, would have the most beneficial effect on the instrumental uncertainty. Figure 2 shows an assessment of the uncertainty in the MAT observing system for July 1987 and July 2007. In 1987, as for SST, the uncertainty due to correlated errors (Figure 2(a) ) is smallest over the shipping lanes. This component of uncertainty is smaller in 1987 for MAT than for SST. This is for two reasons. Firstly, the uncertainty due to correlated errors for each air temperature observation is itself smaller (Table 3) . Secondly, during this period a greater number of VOS make air temperature observations than SST observations. The uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors (Figure 2(b) ) is also typically low between 50 ∘ S and 60 ∘ N. Both the uncertainty due to correlated errors and uncorrelated errors contribute similar amounts to the total instrumental uncertainty (Figure 2(c) ), suggesting that having more observations, regardless of source, would be effective in reducing the instrumental uncertainty. In contrast to SST the instrumental uncertainties in MAT have increased over the majority of the globe between 1987 and 2007. This increase is primarily due to the decline in the number of VOS over the period (e.g. Woodruff et al., 2011) , increasing both the uncertainty due to correlated errors (Figure 2(d) ) and uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors (Figure 2(e) ). The exception to this is in the tropics where the TAO (e.g. McPhaden et al., 1998) and PIRATA arrays (e.g. Servain et al., 1998) have had a positive impact on the observing system. As in 1987, more observations over the majority of the globe would improve the observing system.
Air temperature
Evolution and completeness of the observing system
To address whether the observing system requirements (e.g. Table 2 ) are being met we have shaded those 5 ∘ boxes where the threshold level for AOPC requirements for SST is met for differing proportions of the month during July 1987 (top) and July 2007 (bottom). This requirement is defined for a daily observing cycle (frequency of observations), so in this case we calculate the proportion of daily averages with uncertainty at or below the limit. Regions meeting the requirements between 25 and 50% of the time are shown in red, between 50-75% in orange and ≥75% in green. In this study we present adequacy assessed using the AOPC SST requirement to enable comparison with the MAT assessment below and because the AOPC requirements are more reasonable for in situ observations. The requirements defined by the OOPC are more stringent but reasonable when both satellite and in situ observations are taken into consideration. Note that we have replaced the 500 km resolution with 5 ∘ , which will be similar in the tropics but at higher latitudes we are making the requirement stricter. Figure 3(a) shows that the AOPC threshold requirement for SST is met at least 50% of the time over the majority of the northern extra-tropical oceans during July 1987. This includes at higher northern latitudes where our effective resolution is <500 km. The requirements are also being met in the shipping lanes of the southern hemisphere and tropics. The improvement in the observing system by 2007, with the threshold requirements met over the majority of the global ocean, can be seen in Figure 3(b) . This improvement is due to the expansion of the drifting buoy network during the 1990s and 2000s in response to the needs of the satellite community (e.g. Reynolds et al., 2005) . For variables such as SST where the observing system includes satellites, these measurements will further improve the adequacy and completeness.
The AOPC threshold requirement for surface air temperature (0.3 K on a 100 km grid with an observing frequency/cycle of 12 h) is not achievable with the present marine surface observing system, requiring, e.g. three or more moored buoys per 100 km by 100 km area using current estimates of uncertainty. While algorithms for (Table 2) are met for 25-50% (red), 50-75% (orange) and >75% (green) of the observing cycles (days) during the month are shown.
estimating the air temperature from satellite radiometric observations exist (e.g. Jackson et al., 2006 ) the algorithms and satellite network are not yet mature enough to routinely produce estimates of the MAT. Figure 4 therefore presents results for MAT assessed using the same requirements as for SST. During July 1987 the results for MAT (Figure 4(a) ) are similar to SST (Figure 3(a) ). The (reduced) threshold requirements are met over the majority of the northern oceans and over the shipping lanes in the tropics and southern hemisphere. However, by 2007 there has been a large retrenchment in the observing system for air temperature, especially in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. This is because no alternative source of global MAT observations has emerged to counter the decline in numbers of VOS. Figure 5 shows a time series of the proportion of 5 ∘ ocean grid boxes (>25% water) between 60 ∘ S and 60 ∘ N meeting the AOPC threshold requirements for SST (dashed line) and reduced requirements described earlier for MAT (solid) for at least 50% of observing cycles (see Table 2 ) during each calendar month. It can be seen that for MAT the observing system was most complete, with respect to the reduced requirements described earlier, in the late 1980s, with almost 70% of the ocean sampled at the threshold (i.e. minimum usable) level during 1988. After this peak, there has been a steady decline in completeness, with only 48% of the ocean between 60 ∘ S and 60 ∘ N sampled at the threshold level during 2007. This level of completeness is comparable with that seen in the 1960s. The marine air temperature cannot be directly retrieved from satellite observations (e.g. Jin et al., 2015) and the exclusion of satellite data will have no impact on this analysis. As noted earlier, indirect methods for estimating MAT from satellites do exist (e.g. Jackson et al., 2009; Jackson and Wick, 2010; Roberts et al., 2010) . However, significant regional biases compared with in situ data exist in these estimates (e.g. Jackson and Wick, 2010) . In contrast to MAT, the completeness of the observing system for SST starts slightly lower than for air temperature before gradually rising over the last five decades to a maximum at the end of the period analysed. The cause of the peak around 1980 is unclear but could be due to issues with corrupted ship identifiers in the southern hemisphere leading to an overestimate of the number of different ships reporting and subsequent underestimate of the uncertainty due to correlated errors. As for MAT the completeness peaks at about 67% around 1988. SST then shows a short decline in coverage until the early 1990s when the development of the drifting buoy array increases coverage gradually to about 75% complete by 2007. Satellite SST measurements have not been include in this assessment but their inclusion would increase the proportion of grid cells meeting the requirements. For completeness, the MAT observations have been compared with the AOPC threshold requirements (not shown) and these are met for <1% of grid boxes in 2007, largely driven by the moored buoy network.
Discussion
In this paper, building on previous work (e.g. Kent and Berry, 2008; Berry, 2009; Kennedy et al., 2011) , we have described a method for estimating instrumental uncertainty in grid box means (Section 2) to enable an integrated assessment of the adequacy of the marine climate observing system (Section 3). The aim is to develop a method that can be used operationally for monitoring the health of the observing system and identifying where gaps exist, as achieved by the EBD metric (Reynolds et al., 2005) .
To this end, Equation (9) can be used, given information on the uncertainty due to correlated errors and uncertainty due to uncorrelated errors for the different components of the observing system, to decompose the instrumental uncertainty into its component parts and to identify whether or not the observing systems meets the requirements for different application areas and ECVs. Maps, such as those shown in Figures 3 and 4 , identify where we need to decrease uncertainty to meet a particular requirement. Uncertainty maps and their decomposition, such as Figures 1-2 , then show the best way of achieving this reduction. For example, we can identify whether more observations are needed or whether better quality or more diverse platforms are needed in particular regions.
Assessments of observing system adequacy rely on the definition of appropriate requirements by a range of expert users. For the assessments presented in this paper the available user requirements were found to be problematic. For MAT the AOPC threshold requirement, defined as the minimum for the data to be useful, is almost impossible to achieve anywhere with the present marine observing system. The OOPC do not presently provide user requirements for MAT, despite MAT being required for turbulent air-sea flux estimation (Fairall et al., 2010) . For SST the threshold uncertainty is defined daily at 500 km resolution by both the OOPC and AOPC but with a much lower uncertainty required by OOPC (Table 2) .
There are also no uncertainty requirements in the WMO Observing Requirements Database appropriate for very stable climate monitoring of large area, long-term changes near the ocean surface at monthly or longer observing cycles as required for climate assessments such as those of the IPCC. Similarly, the requirements do not address the problem of aliasing of the diurnal cycle, especially for those components where there is a daily, or longer, observing cycle. For example, any drift in the orbit of a satellite or between subsequent satellites (e.g. Ignatov et al., 2004) or changes in observing practice (Kennedy, 2014) would risk aliasing changes in sampling of the diurnal cycle into estimates of long term trend.
Using Equation (9) we have performed a preliminary assessment of the health of the observing system for SST and MAT using the AOPC requirements for SST in both cases. We have shown that the completeness of the marine air temperature observing system peaked around 1988 at almost 70% completeness outside of the polar regions with a subsequent decline to less than 50% completeness by 2007. In contrast the SST component reached a maximum completeness (75%) in 2007. In performing this assessment we have used only in situ observations and the inclusion of satellite data would lead to an increase in the completeness for the SST component of the observing system but have no impact on the MAT component.
This allows us to make the following statements:
(1) In non-polar regions, the in situ marine climate observing system for SST was 75% complete at the 'threshold level' during 2007 for AOPC applications. (2) In non-polar regions, the in situ marine climate observing system for SST was 54% complete at the 'threshold level' during 2007 for OOPC applications. (3) In non-polar regions, the in situ marine climate observing system for air temperature was 1% complete at the 'threshold level' during 2007 for AOPC applications. (4) In non-polar regions, the in situ marine climate observing system for air temperature was 48% complete during 2007 for an uncertainty of 1 ∘ C, estimated daily at 5 ∘ spatial resolution.
Based on this paper a number of recommendations are made:
(1) The health of the observing system (e.g. GCOS, 2009) should be assessed using an integrated assessment based on the uncertainty characteristics of all observations contributing to an ECV and not on a platform-by-platform basis. This can be done using the method described in this paper. (2) Evaluations of the completeness of the observing system should compare the uncertainty in the ECVs on a variety of space and timescales against pre-defined targets, such as those in the WMO Rolling Review of Requirements Database. (3) Further work is required to evaluate the sampling uncertainty and its impact on the uncertainty in the grid box. (4) Assessments, of the error characteristics for each different platform, for each ECV, should be made routinely and published as performance indicators alongside other metrics in assessments of progress towards implementation of the GCOS. (5) An assessment of the completeness of user requirements should be made. Examples of additional requirements should include the stability of large-scale averages and requirements for the construction of observation-based estimates of air-sea interaction.
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